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Abstract: Lowering the overpotential required for water

oxidation is of paramount importance for the efficient
production of carbon-neutral fuels. This article highlights

the intrinsic influence of the water oxidation mechanism
used by molecular catalysts on the theoretically achieva-

ble minimal overpotential, based on scaling relationships

typically used for heterogeneous catalysts. Due to such
scaling relationships, catalysts that operate through the

water nucleophilic attack mechanism have a fundamental
minimal overpotential of about 0.3 V, whereas those that

follow the dinuclear radical oxo coupling mechanism
should in principle be able to operate with a lower over-

potential. Therefore, it is recommended to design catalysts

operating through the latter mechanism to achieve very
efficient water oxidation systems.

Introduction

The extensive use of fossil fuels causes ever increasing CO2

levels, resulting in global warming. The conversion to a society
that runs on sustainable energy is therefore crucial and urgent.

In addition to the generation of electricity from sustainable re-
sources, the development of carbon-neutral fuels, possibly

using these resources, is of paramount importance. The current
most promising approaches are based on water splitting, in

which water is oxidized to oxygen, providing electrons and

protons for the reduction reaction. Both proton reduction, to
produce hydrogen, and CO2 reduction, to produce carbon-

based fuels, provide carbon-neutral fuels if driven by sustaina-
ble energy (Figure 1).[1] As these overall reactions are uphill,
the net effect is that sustainable energy is stored in the form
of fuel, providing a solution for both long-term energy storage

and for processes requiring energy-dense fuels. Importantly,
water is an attractive resource as reagent to make fuels as it is
available in sufficient quantities on a global scale and is

formed as a product upon combustion of the fuels, thereby
closing the cycle.

However, the water oxidation reaction to form oxygen re-
mains a challenging reaction to catalyze efficiently (Figure 1).[2]

Therefore, the development of catalysts for water oxidation re-

ceived considerable attention in the past decade.[2, 3] The ap-
proaches followed for the development of homogeneous and

heterogeneous catalysts are different; however, considering
that the reaction pathways may be the same, the design strat-

egies and conclusions could be mutually inspirational. Here,
we show that the energetic scaling relationships between cata-

lytic intermediates that has been derived in the field of hetero-
geneous catalysis can also be applied to facilitate rational ap-

proaches in the field of homogeneous water oxidation cataly-

sis. Catalysts are required for both oxidation and reduction re-
actions to occur efficiently, which means high reaction rates at

low overpotential. The stability and activity of catalysts should
be maximized, whereas the potential at which these catalysts

operate has to be minimized to reduce losses in the transfor-
mation of sustainable energy into fuel. The thermodynamic po-

tential for water oxidation is 1.23 V [vs. standard hydrogen

electrode (SHE)] at pH 0, and scales with pH (@0.059 V per pH
unit) according to the Nernst equation. However, in practice

this thermodynamic potential is never attained because an
overpotential is needed to drive the reaction. In heterogene-

ous electrocatalysis, it has been concluded that this overpoten-
tial is due to the fact that the reaction has several catalytic in-

termediates, and that it is difficult to find a catalyst that binds

all these intermediates optimally. By optimal, we mean a ther-
modynamically flat landscape with no uphill or downhill steps,

such that energy losses are minimized. This condition is equiv-
alent to the so-called Sabatier principle, which dictates that in-

termediates have to bind with optimized strength to the cata-
lyst, that is, not too weak and not too strong.[4] If an intermedi-

ate binds too strongly it will poison the catalyst and if it binds

too weakly, catalysis is limited by substrate binding. This rela-
tion is expressed in a so-called volcano plot, in which typically
the catalytic activity is plotted versus the binding energy of
the key intermediate, with the best catalyst at the apex of the

volcano where the intermediate binds with optimal strength.
For the proton reduction reaction, clear volcano plots have

been obtained because this reaction proceeds through a
single catalytic intermediate.[5] Plotting the activity or the over-
potential versus the binding energy of the hydride intermedi-

ate results in a volcano plot (Figure 2).[6] Platinum has almost
the optimal binding energy for the hydride, that is, half the

dissociation energy of H2, and indeed is known as the best
metal catalyst for this reaction. Hydrogenase enzymes also per-

form this reaction near the thermodynamic potential and have

a similar optimal binding affinity towards hydrogen.[7]

The main reason why water oxidation is so much more chal-

lenging is that it involves two water molecules that together
undergo four proton and four electron transfer steps (Figure 1)

to generate oxygen. This leads to a multitude of intermediates
that can form, which as a consequence results in a multidi-

Figure 1. Redox reactions for sustainable fuel formation (PRC = proton re-
duction catalyst, CO2RC = CO2 reduction catalyst and WOC = water oxidation
catalyst).
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mensional volcano plot. For water oxidation to occur with low

overpotential, these intermediates should differ by 1.23 eV in
energy, to generate the flat thermodynamic landscape (Sabati-

er optimum) mentioned above. However, because these differ-
ent intermediates bind to the catalyst in a similar way, their

binding energies cannot be optimized individually. These ener-
getic relationships between catalytic intermediates are known

as scaling relationships.[8] Due to the scaling relationships, the

best catalyst has a non-zero thermodynamic overpotential, and
is therefore sub-optimal. Interestingly, there are two well-

known reaction mechanisms for water oxidation catalysis by
which homogeneous catalysts oxidize water and these differ in

the type and number of intermediates that are required to
complete the catalytic cycle. By using the scaling relationship

approach typically used for heterogeneous catalysts, we can

rationalize the influence of the mechanism on the minimal
overpotential that can be attained.

Mechanisms for Water Oxidation

The two different mechanisms for water oxidation catalysis are
known as the water nucleophilic attack (WNA) mechanism and

the radical oxo coupling (ROC, Figure 3) mechanism. The WNA
mechanism is the dominantly proposed mechanism for metal-

oxide surfaces and for most molecular catalysts.[3a] This mecha-
nism has three intermediates. First, H2O coordinates to a
vacant site, where it is converted to a hydroxy group after oxi-
dation and deprotonation (Figure 3, intermediate B). This spe-

cies undergoes a second proton and electron transfer resulting
in an oxo-species (Figure 3, intermediate C). Subsequently, a
peroxo-species is formed after nucleophilic attack by a second
H2O molecule, accommodated by a proton-coupled electron
transfer (Figure 3, intermediate D). In the final oxidation step,

again involving proton-coupled electron transfer, oxygen is re-
leased and the catalyst is recovered.[9] DFT calculations have

shown that scaling relationships occur between intermediate B

and D on metal-oxide surfaces (but also on a variety of other
catalysts), because the OH and the OOH groups bind in an

identical fashion to the catalyst.[10] There exists a fixed energy
difference between OOH and OH of about 3.2:0.2 eV instead

of the desired 2.46 eV.[11] This fixed energy difference results
into a fundamental thermodynamic overpotential of (3.2:0.2

@2.46)/2&0.3 V for the WNA mechanism (Figure 4). This scal-
ing relationship between the M@OOH and M@OH intermedi-

ates has been established for heterogeneous catalysts, but mo-

lecular complexes should follow the same scaling as long as
the ligand environment does not change during catalysis and

the water nucleophilic attack is external. Essentially, the high

energy difference between M@OOH and M@OH expresses the
high energy (instability) of the peroxide intermediate. DFT cal-

culations by Calle-Vallejo et al. have shown that both function-
alized graphitic materials and molecular porphyrins display

similar trends between O, OH, and OOH binding at metal-
oxide surfaces.[12]

Interestingly, certain molecular catalysts have been claimed

to operate through an ROC mechanism (Figure 3).[3a, 13] In this
mechanism, two metals with a vacant site go through the first

two proton and electron transfers resulting in two metal-oxo
species, identical to the first two steps of WNA (Figure 3, inter-

mediate C). Instead of a nucleophilic attack by water, these
two oxo-species couple in a bimolecular reaction, and release

Figure 2. Volcano plot for H2 evolution.[6b] From [Science 2007, 317, 100–
102]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

Figure 3. The two possible mechanisms for water oxidation, water nucleo-
philic attack (WNA) and radical oxo coupling (ROC) and the optimal energy
levels of their intermediates.[9]

Figure 4. Potential levels for an optimized water oxidation catalyst operating
through the water nucleophilic attack mechanism.
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oxygen and the two catalytic metal centers. The essential dif-
ference between ROC and WNA is that the peroxo intermedi-

ate D (Figure 3) is not part of the catalytic cycle for ROC, thus
the scaling relationship between M@OOH and M@OH will be ir-

relevant. As a consequence, water oxidation following the ROC
mechanism does not suffer from the fundamental minimal

overpotential of about 0.3 V. DFT calculations on metal oxides
and porphyrinic materials have shown that there still is a scal-

ing relation between the binding energies of M@OH and M=O,

expressed in Equation (1):

DGðOHÞ & 0:5*DGðOÞ þ KðO,OHÞ ð1Þ

in which K(O,OH) is a constant depending on the class of ma-
terials to which the scaling relationship applies. The factor 0.5

expresses the fact that O typically binds through a double
bond and OH through a single bond, although for real oxo-

radical species, the double bond character is lower.[11a] This
scaling relationship is also much less detrimental to the overall

water oxidation activity than the scaling between M@OOH and

M@OH in the WNA mechanism. Within a suitable class of cata-
lysts, it is possible to have binding energies of OH and O that

are close to optimal, with DG(O)@DG(OH)&1.23 eV. In the DFT
calculations of Calle-Vallejo et al. on porphyrinic materials, iridi-

um and iron based porphyrins appear to be close to this opti-
mum, but we stress that the optimal metal center should be

very sensitive to the ligand environment.[12] In addition, impor-
tant prerequisites for the ROC mechanism are that the metal-

oxo species has considerable spin density residing on the

oxygen atom, to allow for feasible coupling, and that the met-
allo-oxo radicals can easily reach each other in the coupling

step.[14] The radical character of these metal-oxo species is
highly sensitive to the ligand environment.[15] Calculations indi-

cate that nature’s water oxidation catalyst, the Mn4Ca cluster
in photosystem II, also avoids the water nucleophilic attack
mechanism; preventing the formation of a high energy perox-

ide intermediate.[16]

Experimental Examples

In recent literature, several examples of molecular complexes
have been reported that appear to catalyze the water oxida-

tion reaction with a lower overpotential than that predicted
for a WNA pathway.[17] For instance, several ruthenium com-

plexes show extremely low overpotential, as reported by the
group of Sun. Complex 1 starts to oxidize water very close to
the equilibrium potential, and according to mechanistic studies

operates through the ROC mechanism (Figure 5).[18] The over-
potential at the onset of water oxidation of the closely related
complex 2 is 0.17 V.[19] Interestingly, when complex 2 is anch-
ored to an ITO surface, the overpotential at the onset of water

oxidation increases to 0.3 V. This higher overpotential is pre-
sumably caused by a change in mechanism to WNA; the ROC

mechanism may be prohibited because the ruthenium centers

are not in close proximity due to the fixation on the electrode
surface (Figure 5, 2@MOx). Therefore, the WNA mechanism

dominates, resulting in a higher overpotential. Another class of
molecular catalysts with a very low overpotential are the iridi-

um catalysts reported by Brudvig, Crabtree and co-workers.[20]

Recently, they showed that when molecular iridium dimer cata-

lyst 3 was anchored to an ITO surface, a very low onset poten-

tial was found of only 14 mV as reported by the authors
(Figure 5, 3@MOx).[21] This dimeric complex presumably oper-

ates through the ROC mechanism.[20] The dimeric nature of this
type of iridium catalysts is also supported by kinetic analysis of

the reaction progress.[22] When mononuclear iridium catalyst 4
was anchored to an ITO surface, with no freedom to come in

close proximity to a second iridium center, preventing ROC,

indeed a much higher overpotential of 462 mV was found at
the onset of water oxidation (Figure 5, 4@MOx).[23]

These examples show that the ROC mechanism can indeed
lead to powerful catalysts for water oxidation that are active at

low overpotential. To design new transition-metal catalysts
that operate through this mechanism, two prerequisites need

to be fulfilled: 1) the metallo-oxo species should have sufficient

spin density at the oxygen atom (Figure 3, intermediate C) and
2) two metal-oxo species should be able to react to form the

oxygen–oxygen bond.[24] To allow this final step, the complexes
should at least have sufficient space around the oxygen radical

to allow this reaction, and one may also facilitate this step by

Figure 5. Ruthenium and iridium WOCs discussed in this paper.
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preorganizing the two metal sites. Along these lines, many di-
nuclear complexes have been prepared to bring the two metal

centers in close proximity, but oftentimes these perform worse
than their mononuclear analogues.[25] It is likely that these di-

nuclear complexes are too rigid because the M@OH2, M@OH,
and M=O intermediates should all be accommodated and re-

quire different optimal metal–metal distances. In addition, the
M-O-O-M dihedral angle during the O@O bond formation is im-
portant because the cis-like structure (M-O-O-M &08) is antici-

pated to be much higher in energy then the trans (M-O-O-M
&1808), in analogy to that reported for hydrogen peroxide.[26]

In the design of dinuclear systems, flexibility is therefore con-
sidered to be very important. In that respect, the generation of

dinuclear systems using weak supramolecular interactions
might be key because it allows pre-organization of the two

metal-oxo species and at the same time, it provides the re-

quired flexibility. As an interesting example, ruthenium com-
plexes 1 and 2 in Figure 5 are excellent catalysts and have

been proposed to dimerize based on relatively weak p-p stack-
ing interactions.[18a, 27] Providing ligand design rules to increase

spin density on the metal-oxo species is less straight forward,
however, several general strategies can be employed. Pushkar

and co-workers showed that destabilization of the p-bond in

metal-oxo species can induce high-spin density on the oxygen
atom.[28] In addition, overcoordination of a metal center can

also lead to increased spin density on the oxygen atom.[15] Im-
portantly, this means that a small variation in the ligand back-

bone can already change the coordination number during cat-
alysis, and thus the mechanism, which has been demonstrated

for ruthenium WOCs.[15, 29] Calculations by Chen and co-workers

also indicated that the mechanism in ruthenium WOCs is very
sensitive to the structure of the backbone.[30] These examples

show that it is possible to increase spin density on the metal-
oxo species by rational approaches, but more detailed mecha-

nistic investigations are required to allow a priori predictions
on which mechanism a catalyst will follow. Inspiration from

nature may be helpful, for example hemoproteins can control

the radical character by axial ligand coordination; heme
groups in p450 enzymes with an axial cysteine ligand have

metallo-oxo species with radical character, whereas the heme
in myoglobin with an axial histidine facilitates oxygen binding

where there is no radical character.

Conclusions and Outlook

The overpotential of homogeneous water oxidation catalysts

can be understood in qualitative terms using the scaling rela-
tions derived in heterogeneous electrocatalysis. Catalysts that

operate through the ROC mechanism can have an intrinsic
lower overpotential for water oxidation than those that go

through WNA. Specifically, water oxidation catalysts operating

with the external WNA mechanism have a fundamental mini-
mal overpotential of about 0.3 V, due to the scaling relation-

ship between M@OOH and M@OH intermediates. In contrast,
water oxidation catalysts that undergo the ROC mechanism do

not feature the M@OOH intermediate, and the scaling relation-
ship between M=O and M@OH in the ROC mechanism does

not in principle impose a fundamental minimal overpotential.
Several examples of molecular catalysts that perform water oxi-

dation at very low overpotential operate through the ROC
mechanism. This shows that when designing and optimizing

WOCs, there should be focus on the mechanism of action of
the catalyst. In addition, in the design of electrodes based on

molecular catalysts, the mechanism should be taken into con-
sideration such that for the ROC mechanism, two metal-oxo

species should be able to react in a bi-molecular fashion. The

insight provided in this article should inspire the development
of new (first row) transition-metal catalysts with a low overpo-

tential, ultimately leading to more efficient water oxidation, a
prerequisite for sustainable fuel production.
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